The paper gives an analytical dimensionless analysis of the local entropy generation and its ratio with the local exchanged heat flow rate for parallel flow and counterflow heat exchangers. The end (side) of the heat exchanger, which is the inlet of the weaker stream, is, among other, proven to be relevant variable for those local values. Elaborated algorithm provides explicit connection between entropy generation and ratio of entropy generation to local exchanged heat flow rate in dependence on the relevant dimensionless variables A/A 0 ,  2 = kA 0 /C 1 ,  3 = C 1 /C 2 and  T =T 1 ' /T 2 ' . Value  2 vary between 1.0 and 4.0, value  3 amounts 0.0; 0.5 and 1.0, while 0.5 and 2.0 were taken for value  T. From obtained general equations for parallel flow and counterflow heat exchanger special cases for observed values were extracted, considering the cases where one of the streams condenses or evaporates. Given algorithm, aside the local amounts of the observed values, also gives overall amounts of the mentioned values. The results are presented by appropriate diagrams and additionally interpreted.
Introduction
Entropy generation (exergy destruction generation) in heat exchangers rests on two simultaneous irreversible processes: heat transfer between two streams with different temperatures, as well as on existence of pressure drop due to imposed resistance to flow. In many scientific papers, both recently published and published some time ago, and in many of the scientific books, a great number of researches covering the field of entropy (exergy) analysis of the heat exchangers can be found. Surely, [1] and [2] , elaborating this problem in detail, are on the top of this list. Detailed analysis of impact of the both factors on entropy generation is given in [1] , also giving the guidelines for obtaining heat exchanger operating regime at which minimum entropy (minimum exergy destruction) is generated. Specially elaborated is the case of so called balanced counterflow heat exchanger, where both streams M. Rauch, A. Galović, Local Entropy Production of the Parallel Flow and N. Ferdelji, S. Mudrinić Counterflow Heat Exchanger have equal heat capacities. Many papers researching entropy production in individual heat exchangers have been written, like in [3, 4] , where entropy production is calculated in a shell and tube heat exchanger, or in [5] , where entropy analysis of a single air cooled heat exchanger is shown. An interesting entropy analysis of three different heat exchangers using nanofluid as a working fluid is given in [6] . Many recent papers determine optimum parameters of the heat exchanger operation using minimum entropy production criterion [7] [8] [9] . Authors in [10] suggest advanced approach for the minimization of entropy production, having design of optimum heat exchanger as a goal. Optimization of a cross-flow plate heat exchanger, aiming to minimize entropy production is also conducted in [11] . Entropy production in a heat exchanger is a result of heat transfer at final temperature differences between the streams and the pressure drop inside heat exchanger itself, so final optimum solution is obtained using Pareto fronts. Thermodynamic optimum parameters of the geothermal heat pump are also determined by minimization of entropy generation method in [12] . All of those papers deal mainly with overall entropy generation (exergy destruction), meaning that the object of analysis is the whole heat exchanger. No paper dealing with this problem on a local scale was found, when reviewing the recent literature, which was an additional argument for working on this paper. A clear illustration of entropy production on every part of heat exchanger area is gained upon analysis of the heat exchanger on a local level, and exactly that fact presents the novelty of this paper. This paper gives a full scale dimensionless mathematical model used for easy determination of both local and global entropy production, when different inlet and outlet temperatures of streams are at disposal. Dimensionless variables presented within this paper consist of heat properties of the streams, mass flow rates of the streams and flow regimes. The following mathematical model encompasses local entropy production of parallel flow and counterflow heat exchanger and a case when one of the streams changes it state of aggregation, i.e. if one of the streams condenses or evaporates.
Elaboration of the mathematical model
This elaboration covers parallel flow and counterflow heat exchanger, for which analytical overview of entropy production is given, generated only for heat transfer at final temperature differences of the streams. For that kind of heat exchangers it is easy to define the dependence of their temperatures on local heat exchanger area.
Initial equation for local entropy generation because of the heat transfer between the two streams at final temperature differences can be found in [1] 
showing how entropy generation is directly proportional to temperature difference squared and inversely proportional to a product of their absolute (thermodynamic) values. Of course, result of the integral above depends on the type of the heat exchanger (parallel flow or counterflow). Furthermore, that result will also depend on the position of stream inlet. Temperature difference and absolute temperature amount of the fluid flowing through the heat exchanger are both changing and therefore heat exchangers are very appropriate for quantitative analysis in Eq. (1). 
(2) describes local entropy production for every heat exchanger defined by values  2 and  3 . Along those values, additional parameter for entropy production is evidently  T , so local entropy generation is a function of four dimensionless variables,
. These variables, except A/A 0 , are mentioned as relevant and in [13] [14] [15] .
For A/A 0 = 0.0, from Eq. (2), arises physically justified solution that , 0 / 1 gen  C S  and for A/A 0 = 1.0 overall entropy generation in observed heat exchanger is obtained.
Again, Eq. (2) shows how entropy generation with raising of variable  2 soars towards
In a case of phase change of one of the streams (evaporation or condensation) π 3 equals 0. By direct insertion of that value into Eq. (2), the second addend of the equation gives indefinite form 0/0, and by application of L'Hospital's rule solution for local entropy generation for this case is gained. 
Hypothetically, if  2 ∞ is presumed, then from equation above follows
Since entropy production in this model is observed as a consequence of the heat transfer between two streams with different temperatures, it is convenient also to show the dependence of local heat flow on the relevant dimensionless variables. Dimensionless expression for local heat flow rate is shown by Eq. (8).
For A/A 0 = 1.0 well known expression for efficiency ( i ) of parallel flow heat exchanger is gained, which can also be found, extracted in another way, in [15] [16] [17] .
Convenient indicator of the ratio of local entropy generation to local heat flow rate is a result of a ratio between Eq. (2) and (8) .
Inserting  3 = 0 into Eq. (8), dimensionless expression for local heat flow rate is gained, for a case of phase change of one of the streams
and by inserting je A/A 0 = 1.0 into the same equation, known expression for energy efficiency of the condenser (evaporator) is gained
Counterflow heat exchanger
Final dimensionless form of the counterflow flow heat exchanger local entropy production is shown by Eq. (12) . 0   3  2  3  3  2  3   3  3  2  3 3 1
Eq. (12) gives for A/A 0 = 0 a zero entropy generation value, while for A/A 0 = 1.0 gives overall entropy generation in observed heat exchanger-
From Eq. (13) a solution of the case where one of the streams passes through the phase change can be obtained. Solution from Eq. (13), with fulfilled condition 0 3   , is identical to a solution given from Eq. (5) and overall entropy generation is obtained by resolving Eq. (6). It is important to note that Eq. (5) results with local entropy generation only in a case, as mentioned, when weaker stream enters the heat exchanger at A = 0.
Expression for observed counterflow heat exchanger, showing the dependence of heat flow rate on the local variable A/A 0 is shown by Eq. (16) .
Known function for counterflow heat exchanger efficiency is obtained from equation above, 
If A/A 0 = 0.0 is inserted into equation above, zero value of entropy generation is the result and for A/A 0 = 1.0 the result is overall entropy generation and equation is gained, equivalent to Eq. (3). In other words, in context of overall entropy generation, it is irrelevant at which side of the heat exchanger weaker stream enters. But, if Eq. (18) and (2) for calculation of local entropy generation are compared, it is evident that side of the streams inlet in the parallel flow heat exchanger has a great significance. From equation above, analog to a procedure in 2.1.1, it is easy to obtain the expression for local entropy generation for a case when one of the streams changes its state of aggregation.
If A/A 0 = 1.0 is inserted into Eq. (19) , expression identical to expression (6) is gained, meaning that overall entropy generation in a condenser or evaporator is independent of the side of weaker stream inlet to a heat exchanger. However, in context of local entropy generation, according to Eq. (19) and (5), side of the parallel flow heat exchanger where weaker stream enters has a great significance. Locally exchanged heat flow rate is shown by Eq. (20)
from which for A/A 0 = 1.0 expression shown in Eq. (9) is gained, and for  3 = 0.0 expression above gives
With A/A 0 = 1.0 expression identical to expression (11) is gained. 
An expression for local entropy generation in counterflow heat exchanger is shown by following equation.
It is obvious, when comparing Eq. (22) and (12) Solution is gained when applying L'Hospital's rule. Solution identical to the one is given by Eq. (19) . Expression for dimensionless heat flow rate is shown in following equation
For A/A 0 = 1.0 identical expression from Eq. (17) is given. Fig. 1 shows that value of the local entropy generation continuously rises along with the rise of variable A/A 0 , but also with the rise of value  2 . For A/A 0 = 1.0, overall entropy generation for a certain condenser or evaporator is gained, defined by Eq. (6) . Furthermore, with growth of  2 , local entropy generation practically reaches its asymptotic value, given in Eq. (7), by which that value amounts 0.193 for  T = 0.5 and 0.3069 for  T = 2.0. It is also concluded that entropy generation is higher for  T = 2.0 in relation to  T = 0.5. Diagram in Fig. 3 shows entropy generation of parallel flow and counterflow heat exchanger for the same ratio  T = 0.5 and 2.0 with  3 = 0.5. Here type of the heat exchanger obviously has a significant effect on local entropy generation and it is also clear how for both heat exchanger types entropy generation rises along with the increase of variable A/A 0 . While for parallel flow heat exchanger local entropy generation increases with the increase of  2 , for counterflow heat exchanger it first increases and then it decreases. Furthermore, it can be noticed how entropy generation is, for the same  2 and A/A 0 , significantly higher in parallel flow then in counterflow heat exchanger, and that difference increases with the increase of variables  2 and A/A 0 . For A/A 0 = 1.0 overall entropy generations of the concerned heat exchangers are gained, and they are evidently increased with the increase of  2 in parallel flow heat exchanger and decreased in counterflow heat exchanger.
Overview and interpretations of the calculation results

Cases in which weaker stream enters at
Results on Fig. 4 show that for both cases with parallel flow heat exchanger,  T = 0.5 and 2.0, the ratio of local entropy generation to local heat flow rate decreases continuously from value 0.5 and the drop soars to its asymptotic value. On the other hand this ratio for counterflow heat exchanger is always lower when compared with the one for parallel flow heat exchanger, which means that, by that criterion, counterflow heat exchanger is better. That ratio is emphasized at higher  2 values. Ratio A/A 0 can be seen for which there is a minimum difference between calculated values of ratios for both types of heat exchangers for given  T and  2 . Fig. 6 show the ratio of entropy generation to local exchanged heat flow rate, indicating that this ratio continuously increases with the increase of A/A 0 , but drops with the increase of value  2 . Fig. 7 show local entropy production of counterflow and parallel flow heat exchanger. When comparing the results from Fig. 3 with the results given in Fig. 7 it is evident that here again the side of the weaker stream entry has a great effect on the amount of local entropy generation. For the case presented local entropy generation in counterflow heat exchanger is, on a big part of the heat exchanger area, higher than in parallel flow heat exchanger, but overall entropy generation is higher in parallel flow than in counterflow heat exchanger. Differences between values of local entropy generations for these two heat exchangers rise with the rise of  2 , get equalized near the end of the heat exchanger and then entropy generation of the parallel flow heat exchanger prevails.
Diagrams in
Trend of ratio of local entropy generation to local heat flow rate for observed heat exchangers is displayed in Fig. 8 . When comparing the results in Fig. 4 it is concluded that here again the side of the weaker stream entry has a great effect on the amount of local entropy generation. While in Fig. 4 the ratio over whole interval 0  A/A 0  1.0 was smaller for counterflow heat exchanger, following diagrams show that this ratio is smaller over a larger interval for parallel flow than it is for counterflow heat exchanger. Ratios come to equality as they near the end of heat exchanger area where the weaker stream enters. Counterflow heat exchanger then shows lower ratio values, as well as lower overall value of that ratio.
From conducted analysis arises the fact that the side of the heat exchanger through which stronger or weaker stream enters has no effect on overall entropy generation in heat exchanger types. That overall entropy generation is in many of the scientific papers, [18 -25] , obtained by use of parameters  2 ,  3 and  T.
Conclusion
In this paper algorithm for calculating local entropy generation has encompassed all of the relevant dimensionless parameters which explicitly qualitative determine the local entropy generation in parallel flow and counterflow heat exchanger. Entropy generation in a heat exchanger showed in this paper is only a consequence of heat transfer between two streams with different temperatures. Entropy generation is normed with total heat capacity of the weaker stream and derived algorithm shows that the value of local entropy generation significantly depends on the fact on which side of the heat exchanger weaker stream enters. Cases when weaker stream enters at A = 0 and at A = A 0 are elaborated, both for parallel flow and counterflow heat exchanger. Obtained expressions had shown that type of the heat exchanger has a significant effect on the amount of the local entropy generation. From these gained expressions for parallel flow and counterflow heat exchanger it was possible also to obtain the expressions for a case when one of the streams changes it state of aggregation, i.e. if one of the streams condenses or evaporates. But for overall entropy generation, mainly analyzed in former and more recent scientific papers, that fact becomes irrelevant. Mathematical model presented in the paper is tested according to many (individual) data from scientific references dealing with entropy generation in given operating regimes of certain heat exchangers and the result were satisfying. 
